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Abstract: The Internet facilitates connections between a range of Dutch actors with a stake in the energy
transition, including governments, environmental organizations, media outlets and corporations.
These connections tease a hyperlink network affecting public access to information on energy
transition issues. Despite its societal relevance, however, the characteristics of this network remain
understudied. The main goals of this study are to shed some light on the topological characteristics of
the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network and reveal the main topics discussed in the network.
To do so, we longitudinally collected data from the interactions between key Dutch actors with
a stake in the energy transition. Then, these data were analyzed by employing a mixed-method
approach, social network analysis and topic modeling. The results of the social network analyses
reveal the existence of a sparse network in which few private companies and associations emerge as
the most authoritative actors and brokers. Furthermore, our analyses show substantial differences
among the communication agendas of the organizations of the Dutch energy transition hyperlink
network; while public institutions focus on global, national and local policy issues, private companies,
associations and NGOs pay much more attention to employment issues.
Keywords: energy transition; Netherlands; World Wide Web; hyperlink network; social network
analysis; topic modeling; STM

1. Introduction
In The Netherlands, the energy transition (“energietransitie”) is mobilizing a wide variety of
societal actors (public institutions, private companies, NGOs, universities and governmental bodies,
among others) with a growing impetus—not even faltered during the recent pandemic crisis—in
greening the energy sources. The path toward the energy transition, whose scope will arguably
encompass the whole European Union if the recently proclaimed “Green New Deal” is successful, will
trigger enormous changes in the energy sector [1] and in the economic and social spheres. Past energy
transitions, such as those from biomass to coal or from coal to oil, deeply transformed our societies and
economies. However, in comparison to the present energy transition, those transitions were merely
technology led and occurred spontaneously, as a result of unleashing the transformative power encoded
in the new forms of energy, sources and processes [2]. Today, for the first time in human history, these
changes have become the goal, rather than the result of the onset of new “energy imperatives” [3].
The investment in energy production facilities and the introduction of low-carbon policies have made
renewable sources increasing competitive compared to fossil fuels [1,4], generating a positive impact
on many power markets across Europe. A wave of change is reaching, for instance, the automotive
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market, where it is estimated that 26.9 million electric vehicles will be sold by 2030, compared to only
3.2 million in 2019 [5].
In The Netherlands, the complexity of the energy transition process is the product of the
interaction of multiple agents. New social actors, such as energy cooperatives, have become the drivers
of innovation for a less carbon-intensive economy, albeit on a local scale [6]. Despite these evidences,
much uncertainty remains about the direction the Dutch energy transition is heading to. This, of course,
depends on the social engagement, investment capacity, infrastructural characteristics, technological
advancement and political commitment of a country system.
Indeed, the energy transition is not only the product of the interplay between regulation and
technology, but it also involves less evident social factors such as attitudes, social practices and
communication agendas [7]. Previous research has shown how these social factors can facilitate or
obstruct the penetration of new technologies [8,9], including more sustainable ones, while highlighting
the role of knowledge and trust in technology in the formation of a certain attitude vis-à-vis, for instance,
the acceptance of hydrogen fueled technologies [10,11]. Renewable energy facilities place a tangible
burden on land and beneficiaries; thus behaviors, conflictual or cooperative, are specific to the
territorial context [12]. Investigating the culturally embeddedness, i.e., how this complex phenomenon
is represented and communicated within a specific cultural context, is crucial: a way to do so, is studying
the channels through which information circulates among actors. Among these channels, the World
Wide Web (the Web) has become a key space for searching and sharing information due to its ubiquity
and frequency of use.
An unambiguous way to track interactions in the web is by detecting linked webpages, i.e.,
hyperlinks, which define the structure and the extent of the relationships among sources (see Section 1.2)
and represent a real gateway for the underpinning of knowledge. In fact, a factor that affects the
visibility of a website for a web user is the number of hyperlinks that connect it to other websites.
Simply put, the more a website receives hyperlinks from other websites, the more this site is considered
authoritative in the web, making it more relevant to users looking for information on, for instance,
energy transition related topics. Indeed, this authoritativeness provides a preferential path in the
search for information by the lay-person and influences the nature and quantity of knowledge acquired
by more expert people [13–15].
The research investigating the salience of the “energy transition” topic on the Web is scant and
mainly focus on the political field [16]. However, literature on related topics such as “climate change”
and “global warming” is more abundant. This line of research focuses on exploring such social
phenomena through the web or in social media (prominently Twitter) adopting two main approaches.
The first one, focuses on investigating the topology of the networks shaped by the actors involved
in the phenomenon and searches for patterns or structures that can provide insights on the existing
relationship between them. The contributions of Williams et al. [17] on echo-chambers formation
in the discussion on climate change, Elmer [18] on actors’ centrality in the energy policy web issue
and the well-known contribution of Rogers & Marres [19] on the key players of the web debate on
climate change, are a valid example of this stream of research. The second focuses on the content
of this interactive exchange, investigates the way the phenomenon is described and communicated.
Some examples in this area are the research on the climate change sentiment [20], on the skepticism
about global warming [21] and, more recently, on the comparison of changes in climate change and
global warming discourse [22]. Less frequently, however, there is a hybridization of the two approaches
that allows, at the same time, to study the relationship of actors and the content of the interaction
between them, as in the investigation of cross-ideology exposure on Twitter about global warming [23].
As pointed out by Park [24], investigating both aspects—relationship and content and overcoming
the limitations of both approaches—can be helpful to have a close look on social phenomena [25], as,
in the case of this research, the Dutch energy transition and its potential developmental direction(s).
Consequently, this study aims at exploring the discourse on energy transition by giving an answer
to two over-arching questions: (a) who are the actors leading the Dutch energy transition online
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discourse? Moreover, (b) what are the dominant topics emerging in the Dutch energy transition
online discourse?
1.1. Notes on the Dutch Energy Transition
Since the 1970s, The Netherlands promoted several research programs centered on the link
between environment and technology [26,27] which led to the best-known and most documented
program for the energy transition: the energy transition program” (ETP). This program set an ensemble
of guidelines for achieving a “clean”, “affordable” and “secure” energy system. This program also
affected the national environmental planning [28,29], which took the lead in promoting the dialogue
about the energy transition among research institutions and policy makers [26]. Nevertheless, the Dutch
transition process of the early 2000s, was mainly focused on the technological advancements and
short-term gains [30,31].
The Netherlands, together with Germany, can be rightfully considered one of the leading European
countries in the energy transition. In 2019, the country occupied the 9th position in the energy transition
global ranking index [32,33], compiled by the World Economic Forum and based on several parameters
such as the current energy system performance, the environmental sustainability and the security of
the energy system. Another characteristic making The Netherlands one of the most active European
countries in implementing energy transition policies [33] is the ability of the country to integrating
business processes and research in a corporative and unique fashion [31,34]. Thus, the study of the
Dutch energy transition can be a benchmark to compare the progress of other countries engaged in
potentially less explicit and effective energy transition programs.
1.2. Hyperlink Networks
The prominent feature of the Web is the possibility to connect different social settings, organizations
or geographical locations, in an all-encompassing virtual environment. Websites are linked through
hyperlinks, defined as “a technological capability that allows, in principle, to seamlessly link a specific
website with another” [35] (p. 57). Hyperlinks can be used as a lens for observing how individual and
organization interactions shape reality representation. As such, hyperlinks emerge as a source of data
for political, economic, sociological and ethnographic studies. Indeed, hyperlinks can be attributes of
the website, containing information on the connected entities—and gates between different points in
the web; the webpages. These gates are not randomly scattered on the web-space but replicate the
communication intents of the website owner [36,37]. While these intents are website-specific, that is,
dependent of the generating website, they also provide relevant information concerning their social
function [38], i.e., satisfying the need for specific web-content information or reflecting trust or alliances
between actors [39,40]. Moreover, hyperlinks can be employed to confer authority or endorsement
by linking a website to authoritative and credible sources. In this regard, the amount of incoming
hyperlinks is often used as an indicator of the authoritativeness and credibility of a website [24,41,42].
The Analysis of Hyperlink Networks: A Social a Network Analysis Approach
By representing websites as vertices (nodes) and hyperlinks as directional edges (links), it is
possible to transpose the digital environment into a topological space [43]. The resulting network,
on a large domain of nodes, reveals organized features and general properties, such as power law
distributions [44] and it enables a sound quantitative investigation through, for instance, the application
of well-developed methodologies [35].
Social network analysis (SNA) is an approach and a set of techniques used to study the exchange
of resources between social actors [45]. SNA provides our study with theoretical lenses and measures
for exploring interactions between Dutch actors participating in the online energy transition space.
The core concepts of SNA (such as nodes, relations, ties and networks) can be used to describe and
study online energy-related topics; by collecting relational data, it is possible to examine the topology
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of the underlying relational actors’ network and to infer knowledge on the actors’ characteristics and
roles [42,46–51].
Web-based tools are usually applied to track and collect hyperlinks between websites for the
construction of hyperlink networks [48,49,52]. Despite the advantages in terms of volume and
accessibility of data, these data collection techniques present some limitations. One of these limitations
is that the crawling parameters used by these search engines are undisclosed and researchers have no
control over the hyperlink retrieval process [35]. Another limitation is that the analysis of the hyperlink
network structure can only provide quantitative evidence of the communication processes, but it does
not say anything about the content of such communications [53]. To overcome these limitations, this
research combines a network approach with computational text analysis techniques, providing both
information about the communication structure and the content of the communications.
Our methodology follows the behavior of the Internet users and it is anchored in the natural
observation of the digital communication environment. More specifically, the hyperlink network is
addressed as an object of study, as well as a source of data and a hermeneutical device. In so doing,
we follow Rogers’ digital methods approach [54,55] which uses the epistemology of the Internet—its
online groundedness—as methodological basis “in an effort to conceptualize research which follows the
medium, captures its dynamics and makes grounded claims about cultural and societal change” [54]
(p. 8).
1.3. Topic Modeling
Is it possible to extend the network approach to unveil the characteristics of the energy transition
discourse in the sphere of web-communication? Many contributions from linguistics explored the
relationships between concepts or meanings in a network [56–58], whereby each term or concept
is represented by a node and the co-occurrence or logical proximity in a text acts as an edge.
This method enables observing the extant semantic or logical affinity between nodes that are the
underpinning clusters of concepts, characterized by a shared semantic background [59,60]. In this
research, this technique is applied to unveil the topics involved in the energy transition process and
reveal possible relations between topics in the actors’ discourse about the energy transition online.
The term topic model refers to a class of text analysis methods designed to encode the content of a
text corpus. The core assumption of this methodology is that the meanings are relational ontologies,
which depend on other linguistic signs to determine their nature [61]. Thus, a topic can be conceived as
a recurring pattern of terms or a cluster of words characterized by high mutual co-occurrence. Unlike
in traditional manual text encoding, in the automated encoding the topic generation process builds on
probabilistic models to estimate the optimal number of topics and the distribution of these topics in
the corpus.
In the last decade, machine-assisted text analysis tools have demonstrated to be an effective method
to investigate topic probabilities distribution in the digital environment [62–65]. Text analysis on big
data poses, on one hand, methodological challenges because each author of the documents refers to his
representation of the phenomenon—the energy transition in this case—using his own vocabulary and
writing style. On the other hand, as the textual data analyzed increases, the impact of the contributions
of individual authors on the analysis gradually decreases. This reduces the uncertainties arising
from stylistic and lexical variability, thus increasing the accuracy of the analysis. The computational
approach to text analysis enables large amounts of data to be processed in very short timescales,
enhancing the possibilities of studying socioeconomic phenomena on a large scale [66–68]. Properly
employed, topic modeling provides time-efficient reading effort of the text and high substantive
interpretability of the latent topics [69], while at the same time ensuring a lower impact of the biases
derived from human coding. Thus, for the purpose of our research, we used the structural topic model
(STM), a recent extension of the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model that we explain next.
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Table 1. List of seeds selected through the purposive sampling methodology.
Seed

Description

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Change
FNV

Governmental Institution
Trade Union
Confederation of Netherlands Industry and
Employers
Dutch Association of Renewable Energy
Energy company
Oil and gas company
Non-governmental environmental organization
Environmental public benefit organization (ANBI)
Largest Dutch news organization of broadcasting
Blogger of innovation, technology and sustainability
Blog of digital transformation
The largest Dutch newspaper
Medium-sized Dutch newspaper

VNO–NCW
NVDE
Essent N.V.
NAM
Milieudefensie
Greenpeace Netherlands
NOS
Jan Willem vd Groep
Pels Rijcken
Telegraaf
Volkskrant

We decided to use a purposive sampling because as Battaglia states this “is generally considered
most appropriate for the selection of small samples often from a limited geographic area or from a
restricted population definition, where inference to the population is not the highest priority” [70]
(p. 525). Indeed, the relevance of these 14 seeds in the Dutch energy transition online space was cross
validated by using Twitter data.
In order to enlarge the research sample, a snowball analysis procedure was applied [71,72].
The 14 seeds were used as a starting search criteria in the IssueCrawler, a web network location and
visualization software, developed by the Social Media Foundation, which allows, given the web address
of one or more websites, to track all other connected websites [73,74]. This crawler, after searching
and extracting the websites connected with the seeds, tracks the hyperlinks occurring between them
and returns all the web pages and hyperlinks retrieved. The snowball analysis consisted in a monthly
collection of the data, from February 2019 to December 2019. The Issue Crawler crawled the specified
14 seed, captured the starting point outlinks of these seeds and retained them—one degree of separation.
Indeed, a second and a third network collection were conducted at a two degrees of separation from
the seeds (i.e., connected websites and the websites linked to them) to further expand the sample.
Nevertheless, since in the third network collection (April 2019) no new websites were added to the
sample, we decided to collect the subsequent networks by employing one degree of separation from
our original 14 seeds.
The resulting dataset consisted of 2044 websites and 76,116 links. While considering the
well-known homophily patterns that occur in directly connected network nodes [75–78], a large
majority of our dataset included non-Dutch actors and actors not related to the energy transition.
To filter these actors, all Dutch actors were identified. As inclusion rule, all the “.nl” websites were
labeled as being Dutch websites. All non-country-specific extension (e.g., “.com”, “.org”, “.net”, etc.)
which had a declared geographical position in The Netherlands on the Google search engine were
included in the sample. As a result, the dataset was reduced to 145 actors and 156 hyperlinks (edges).
On the other hand, to collect the content related to the energy transition created by these 145 actors,
a tool developed by the Social Media Foundation, the Lippmannian device [79] was used. This tool
search, given a list of websites and one or multiple keywords, tracks all sentences containing the
keywords from these sources. By using this tool, the Bing browser was queried for the keywords
“energy transition” and its Dutch translation “energietransitie”. Then, each sentence containing
these terms was retrieved and aggregated, together with the information on the source website.
This procedure ended up with 4703 non-duplicated sentences created by 88 actors.
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2.2. Phase 2: Data Cleaning and Preprocessing
The actor sub dataset was further cleaned through filtering the relation of the actors with the
energy transition process. To do so, the information on the website source provided by the textual
sampling phase was used. Only actors with at least one energy transition related content were included
in the analysis. At the end of this procedure, a final dataset of 88 Dutch actors and their collection of
sentences related to the energy transition was used as a sample in our analyses. To enrich our dataset
3 coders manually classified the type of organization found on the actor’s website. Each organization
was classified in one of the mutually exclusive categories listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Code numbers and categories applied for classifying the corpus. Descriptions adapted from
Cambridge Dictionary (2020).
Code

Organization Type

1

NGOs

2

Private companies

3

Associations

4

Public institutions

5

Research institutions

Description
Organization that tries to achieve social or
political aims, but is not controlled by a
government
Organization that sells goods or services, not
owned by the government
Group of people or organizations with common
interests who work together for a particular
purpose, often used in the names of organizations
Governmental organization that exists to serve a
public purpose such as education or support for
people who need help
Organization that follows research purposes,
such as a university

A first issue in the analysis of the collected textual data concerned its language of origin.
For research purposes, all documents were translated into English using the cloud translation API [80]
provided by Google. The 4703 sentences created by the actors were aggregated into a single corpus of
207,223 words. The distribution of the documents by type of organization (Figure 2) shows that private
companies and associations are the organizations creating the largest number of documents (1700 and
1192, respectively). On the contrary, the average length of documents is almost homogeneous in each
group, ranging between 256 and 299 characters.
Subsequently the corpus was cleaned and preprocessed according to the following procedure:
each document was stemmed to reduce lexical variability. All the numeric characters, symbols, HTML
tags and words with less than 3 characters were deleted from the corpus. Moreover, a list of 1063 stop
words was removed from the corpus.
To focus the analysis on the most relevant words, all terms with frequency of occurrence in the
corpus f < 5 were removed from the corpus. This procedure allowed to decrease further the lexical
variability, with a little loss in terms of document inclusion since only 9 documents were excluded
from the subsequent analysis (Figure 3).
At the end of the cleaning phase, a total number of 1726 terms in 4693 documents were used for
the topic model estimation.
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LDA and STM
The latent Dirichlet allocation [81] is one of the most widely used probabilistic models for
computational text analysis in social sciences and economics. Behind the algorithm’s generative
process lays the assumption that each document can be modeled as a set of topics and that each topic
can be modeled as a discrete distribution that defines the probability, for each word, to appear in a
topic. Each document, intended as a bag-of-words (a set of terms having no semantic and syntactic
complexity in which the position of the word in the text is irrelevant), is synthetically represented
by the probability distribution of a K number of latent topics. Note that within an LDA model, the
probability of observing a word in a particular position within a document is only a function of the
topic and parameters of the model. More specifically, the LDA does not allow us to model changes
in the estimation of topics and words within documents based on other relevant information, such
as the time or the author of the documents. In order to provide a more accurate estimation of topics
related to the energy transition process, this research uses an extension of the LDA, the structural topic
model [82]. This model allows the use of metadata as parameters involved in the topic estimation [65],
affecting its content (topical content) and proportion in the corpus (topical prevalence). In more detail,
a data generative process is defined for each document. After this, the data are used to estimate the
most likely values for the parameters in the model.
This process generates documents associated with metadata (Xd) starting from the distributions
of documents (Dn), topics (Tn) and terms (Wn). As in the LDA, topics are defined as a mix of terms,
where each term is associated with a specific probability of belonging to a topic; documents are defined
as a mix of topics, implying the possibility of coexistence of multiple topics in a document.
Assuming that the type of organization promoting the communication could influence the issues
discussed, we have included the variable “organization type” as a covariate in the model estimation.
Since the STM is sensitive to initialization parameters, it was necessary to select in advance the number
of topics to be extracted from the corpus. To reduce the arbitrariness of our choice, a procedure based
on the work of Lee and Mimno [83] was adopted. Considering that the identification of the number of
topics represents a partly discretionary choice, this procedure uses a data-driven approach to address
this task. The procedure involves an interactive estimation of models to compare the fitness of different
K parameter (the number of topics) settings. After an exploration of a wide range of model solutions,
the interval K [10,20] was selected for a close exploration. The optimal number of topics to select was
decided by taking into account the topic quality [82], a criterion based on the choice of the number of
topics with the best ratio between two parameters:
•

•

Semantic coherence [84], is part of the broader concept of mutual information. This metric,
recognized as a reasonable surrogate to human coders judgement, presents higher scores for
topics in which the most probable terms included have higher co-occurrence frequency within
documents [85];
Exclusivity refers to the specificity of the words associated with a topic. Topics can be considered
exclusive if the most probable terms for a given topic are unlikely to appear within the most
probable terms of other topics.

As stated by Schmiedel et al. “While semantic coherence focuses on the internal qualities of single
topics, exclusivity takes the similarity between different topics of the same model into account” [86]
(p. 18).
We opted for an optimal solution of K = 13 (Figure 4), a good compromise between exclusivity
and semantic coherence. This parameter was used for the STM estimation.
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to each
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(2.482
0.043,
maximum
possible number
motifs [89].
respectively)
suggesting
that theofnetwork
does not exhibit an heterogenous distribution of attributes

over a wide spectrum [90,91].Thus, unlike many real networks, the nodes of the Dutch energy transition
Both the average path length and the clustering coefficient scores are quite small (2.482 and 0.043,
hyperlink network are rather isolated.
respectively) suggesting that the network does not exhibit an heterogenous distribution of attributes
The network consists of 39 private companies, 25 associations, 10 NGOs, 8 research institutions
over a wide spectrum [90,91].Thus, unlike many real networks, the nodes of the Dutch energy
and 6 public institutions. Cumulatively private companies and associations are the main creators of
transition hyperlink network are rather isolated.
content about the energy transition, with 1700 and 1192 documents, respectively. Conversely, public
The network consists of 39 private companies, 25 associations, 10 NGOs, 8 research institutions
institutions as RVO, Rijksoverheid and PBL and research institutions, as NVO and CE are the single
and 6 public institutions. Cumulatively private companies and associations are the main creators of
major contributors (Figure 5). Topologically, the web-based communication structure of the energy
content about the energy transition, with 1700 and 1192 documents, respectively. Conversely, public
transition revolves around few organizations acting as hubs of the network.
institutions as RVO, Rijksoverheid and PBL and research institutions, as NVO and CE are the single
major contributors (Figure 5). Topologically, the web-based communication structure of the energy
transition revolves around few organizations acting as hubs of the network.
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Associations and private organizations are the most central players in the hyperlink network.
Specifically,
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and two
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areand
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the hyperlink network.
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Specifically,
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scores of
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Dutch6),
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transition
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links in theactors
Dutch[24,41,42,94,95]
energy transition
network.
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thepromoting
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arehyperlink
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(NVDE,
NWEA,
Holland Solar,
Dutch
the Pump
most authoritative
[24,41,42,94,95]with
are associations
(NVDE,
NWEA,
Holland
Solar, Dutch
Heat
Association,actors
BodemenergieNL),
the exception
of RVO
and Itho
Daalderop,
a public
Heat Pump
Association,
with the
exception
of RVO
Itho Daalderop,
public
institution
and
a private BodemenergieNL),
company, respectively.
Indeed,
among
theand
organization
of thea network,
institution
and
a
private
company,
respectively.
Indeed,
among
the
organization
of
the
network,
the indegree distribution is much more heterogenous, while the outdegree distribution shows the
a few
indegree
distribution
highly
connected
nodes.is much more heterogenous, while the outdegree distribution shows a few
highly
connected
nodes. NWEA, NVDE and to a lesser extent Itho Daalderop and Stadsverwarming
These
nodes, namely
These
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namely
NVDE and
to a lessersuggesting
extent Itho Daalderop
Stadsverwarming
Purmerend, are also
hubs NWEA,
for incoming
hyperlinks,
that beingand
active
in linking other
Purmerend, are also hubs for incoming hyperlinks, suggesting that being active in linking other
nodes pays off in terms of reciprocal connections. Nevertheless, some associations such as RVO,
nodes pays off in terms of reciprocal connections. Nevertheless, some associations such as RVO,
BodemenergieNL, Daalderop, Hollandsolar, despite their low or inexistent linking activity (low
BodemenergieNL, Daalderop, Hollandsolar, despite their low or inexistent linking activity (low
outdegree), still receive much attention (high indegree) from the other nodes of the network.
outdegree), still receive much attention (high indegree) from the other nodes of the network.
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3.2. The Structural Topic Model (STM)
3.2 The structural topic model (STM)

Based on the most recurring terms and looking at the most representative documents, two coders
Based on the most recurring terms and looking at the most representative documents, two
assigned
a label summarizing the main argument of each of topic (Table 4).
coders assigned a label summarizing the main argument of each of topic (Table 4).
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11.12%
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frequency
in
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(topical
prevalence),
respectively
relevant topic with 11.26% and 11.12% of frequency in the corpus (topical prevalence), respectively
(Figure
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mostmost
represented
topics
are “Policy
Making
for Climate“
and “The
Heating
Market”
(Figure
7); other
the other
represented
topics
are “Policy
Making
for Climate“
and “The
Heating
withMarket”
a topicalwith
prevalence
and10.49%
9.12%,and
respectively.
On the other
side
of the
spectrum,
“The Solar
a topical 10.49%
prevalence
9.12%, respectively.
On the
other
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of the spectrum,
“TheSector”,
Solar Energy
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“Academy
Researchand
Progress”
“Smart
and
Energy
Grid”,
Energy
“Academy
and
Researchand
Progress”
“Smartand
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Table 4. List of the latent topics extracted via STM. Based on the most recurring terms (right column)
looking at the most representative documents, a brief label was provided for each topic (left column).
and looking at the most representative documents, a brief label was provided for each topic (left
column).
Topic Label
High Frequency Terms 1

1
Topic Label
High offshore,
Frequencysea,
Terms
wind, term,
long,
European, condition,
The Wind Energy Sector (T1)wind, term, offshore, sea, long, European, condition, farm, potential,
farm,
potential,
search
The Wind Energy Sector (T1)
search
question, economy,
ministry, support, market, affair,
The National Regulation (T2)question, economy, ministry, support, market, affair, direct, director,
direct,
director, develop, subsidy
The National Regulation (T2)
develop, subsidy
solar, environment,
data, panel, build, price, circular,
The Solar Energy Sector (T3)solar, environment, data, panel, build, price, circular, strategy, time,
strategy,
time, set
The Solar Energy Sector (T3)
set gas, supply, transport, source,
gas, network, natural
The Natural Gas Alternative (T4)
gas, network, natural gas,green,
supply,hydrogen,
transport, source,
green,
hydrogen,
electricity,
role
The Natural Gas Alternative (T4)
electricity,
roleemissions, model, future,
renew, global,
change,
Global Level Debate (T5) renew, global, change, emissions, model, future, develop, increase,
develop, increase, impact, transform
Global Level Debate (T5)
impact, economy,
transform province, government,
invest, region,
The Local Economic Strategy (T6)
invest, region, economy,
province,
government,
company,
company,
strategy,
circular,
finance,strategy,
task
The Local Economic Strategy (T6)
circular,
finance,
heat, year,
install,
pump,task
water, good, home, house,
The Heating
The Heating
MarketMarket
(T7) (T7) heat, year, install, pump, water, good,
home,
house, boiler, construct
boiler,
construct
Academy and Research Progress
university, program,
institute,
study,
knowledge,
manage,
science,
university, program, institute, study,
knowledge,
Academy and
(T8)Research Progress (T8)
social, aspect,
system
manage,
science,
social, aspect, system
technology, technology,
develop, solution,
environment,
innovation,
develop,
solution,vision,
environment,
vision,
Technical
Challenges
in R&Din(T9)
Technical
Challenges
R&D (T9)
challenge,
lead,
contribute,
issue
innovation,
challenge,
lead,
contribute, issue
Employment Implications of the
work, project,work,
build,project,
municipal,
people,
cooper, environment,
build,
municipal,
people, cooper,
Employment
Implications
of the Green (T10)
Green
(T10)
company, organ,
involve organ, involve
environment,
company,
climate, agreement,
policy,
achieve, municipal,
government,
goal,
climate,
agreement,
policy, achieve,
municipal,
Policy
Making
for Climate
(T11) (T11)
Policy
Making
for Climate
local, reduce,
nation
government,
goal,
local, reduce, nation
Opportunities for the Industry
opportune, industry,
sector,industry,
theme, sustain,
material,business,
event,
opportune,
sector,business,
theme, sustain,
Opportunities
(T12)for the Industry (T12)
innovation,
offerinnovation, offer
material,
event,
Smart Cities and Energy Grid
smart, electricity,
grid,electricity,
city, storage,
car, city,
mobile,
power,car,
business,
smart,
grid,
storage,
mobile,
Smart Cities
and Energy Grid (T13)
(T13)
generation
power, business, generation
1 for presentation purposes, the terms of this table—stemmed during the analysis phase—are reported
for presentation
purposes, the terms of this table—stemmed during the analysis phase—are reported with one of
with
onesuffixes.
of their possible suffixes.
their possible

1
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(converted
to%)
of each
13 in
topics
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Figure
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to%)
of each
of theof
13the
topics
the corpus.
On the
right
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a
caption
with
the
topic
number
(T)
and
the
corresponding
label.
the right side, a caption with the topic number (T) and the corresponding label.

To investigate the overlapping relationships between the topics in terms of topic co-existence in
the corpus documents, a partial correlation matrix of the prevalence scores was calculated. Using the
technique described in Epskamp & Fried [96], we built a sparse graph where each topic represents a
node and each link is a significant correlation (ρ < 0.01) within a pair of nodes (Figure 8).

To investigate the overlapping relationships between the topics in terms of topic co-existence in
the corpus documents, a partial correlation matrix of the prevalence scores was calculated. Using the
technique described in Epskamp & Fried [96], we built a sparse graph where each topic represents a
node and each link is a significant correlation (ρ < 0.01) within a pair of nodes (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Partial correlation graph of the topics. Edge thickness is proportional to the correlation scores
(edge labels).
Figure 8. Partial correlation graph of the topics. Edge thickness is proportional to the correlation
scores
labels).association emerges between the topics “The Natural Gas Alternative” and “The
The(edge
strongest

Heating Market” with a positive correlation of 0.26. Topic 11, “Policy Making for Climate” and “The
The strongest association emerges between the topics “The Natural Gas Alternative” and “The
local economic strategy”, have the second strongest association, with a correlation of r = 0.18. Other
Heating Market” with a positive correlation of 0.26. Topic 11, “Policy Making for Climate” and “The
weaker correlations occur between Topic 11 and, respectively, Topic 5 (“Global level debate”, r = 0.13)
local economic strategy”, have the second strongest association, with a correlation of r = 0.18. Other
and Topic 10 (“Employment Implications of Green”, r = 0.13). Topic 10, “Employment Implications of
weaker correlations occur between Topic 11 and, respectively, Topic 5 (“Global level debate”, r = 0.13)
the Green”, is, in turn, weakly correlated with Topic 6 (“The local economic strategy”, r = 0.14) and
and Topic 10 (“Employment Implications of Green”, r = 0.13). Topic 10, “Employment Implications
Topic
7 (“Theis,Heating
r = 0.13),with
while
Topic
5 shows
a weak
positive
correlation
with
of the Green”,
in turn, Market”,
weakly correlated
Topic
6 (“The
local
economic
strategy”,
r = 0.14)
andTopic 4:
“The7Natural
Gas Alternative”.
“ Policy
Making
forpositive
Climate”
and “Global
Topic
(“The Heating
Market”, r =Topologically,
0.13), while Topic
5 shows
a weak
correlation
withlevel
Topicdebate”
are
the
most
connected
topics,
while,
remarkably,
the
“Technical
challenges
in
R&D”
together
with the
4: “The Natural Gas Alternative”. Topologically, “ Policy Making for Climate” and “Global level
“Wind Energy
and the “Solar
are loosely connected.
debate”
are the Sector”
most connected
topics,Energy”
while, remarkably,
the “Technical challenges in R&D”
Connections
(edges)
in Sector”
topic-analysis
highlight
the are
extent
of connected.
document contents overlap.
together
with the “Wind
Energy
and the “Solar
Energy”
loosely
Most
connected
topics
are
thus
able
to
inbreed
information
through
documents
belonging
Connections (edges) in topic-analysis highlight the extent of document contents(websites)
overlap. Most
to actorstopics
of different
backgrounds.
To information
understandthrough
the hierarchical
structure
of such
interbreeding
connected
are thus
able to inbreed
documents
(websites)
belonging
to
actors
of different
backgrounds.
understand
hierarchicalclustering
structure of
such interbreeding
and how
topics group
aroundTo
shared
issues, the
a hierarchical
analysis
was carried and
out. To do
how
group
shared
issues, a hierarchical
analysis
was carried
out.topics
To dotend
so, to be
so, topics
we used
the around
R package
stmCorrViz
[82,97]. At clustering
the first level
of clustering,
STM
we
used
the
R
package
stmCorrViz
[82,97].
At
the
first
level
of
clustering,
STM
topics
tend
to
be
grouped in 5 groups as shown in Table 5.
grouped
in 5 1groups
as shown
in Table to
5. “The Wind Energy Sector” and “Employment Implications of
Topic
and Topic
10, referring
Green” group together around the terms “wind”, “cooperate”, “build”, “people”, “project”, “work”,
“municipality”, representative terms of cluster Ia. The thematic link between Topic 6 and Topic 11,
previously highlighted by the correlation graph, is reflected in the hierarchical correlation analysis,
where the relationship between climate politics and local economic strategies is made clear in cluster
Ib, through the terms “policy”, “agreement”, “region”, “climate”, “achieve”, “government”, “invest”.
As expected, the intuitive association between “The Natural Gas Alternative” (Topic 4) and “The
Heating Market” (Topic 7) is confirmed by the analysis and represented by the cluster IIa through
the terms, “transport”, “nature”, “supply”, “source”, “heat”, “network”, “gas”. Another intuitive
association, the one between Topic 8 and Topic 9, respectively “Academy and Research Progress”
and “Technical challenges in R&D”, is confirmed and summarized by cluster IIb through the terms
“technology”, “vision”, “develop”, “solution”, “environment”, “innovation”, “challenge”. Finally, the
cluster IIc (“electricity”, “city”, “smart”, “storage”, “grid”, “environment”, “solar”) groups together
the themes concerning “The Solar Energy Sector” and “Smart Cities and Energy Grid”.
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Table 5. Hierarchical clustering of the latent topics. Topics are grouped in five clusters which are
included in two main groups: Cluster Group I comprises Topics 1, 2, 6, 10 and 11. Cluster Group
II comprises Topics 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13. Next to each cluster, the most representative terms
are reported.
Topic

Cluster

Cluster Group

The Wind Energy Sector (T1)
Employment Implications of the
Green (T10)

Ia
Top terms: wind, cooperate, build, people,
project, work, municipality

The Local Economic Strategy (T6)

Ib
Top terms: policy, agreement, region, climate,
achieve, government, invest

I
Top terms: government,
work, project,
agreement,
municipality, policy,
climate

The National Regulation (T2)

Policy Making for Climate (T11)
The Natural Gas Alternative (T4)
The Heating Market (T7)

IIa
Top terms: transport, nature, supply, source,
heat, network, gas

Global Level Debate (T5)
Academy and Research
Progress (T8)
Technical Challenges in R&D (T9)

IIb
Top terms: technology, vision, develop,
solution, environment, innovation, challenge

Opportunities for the
Industry (T12)
The Solar Energy Sector (T3)
Smart Cities and Energy
Grid (T13)

II
Top terms: renew,
electricity, gas,
network, develop,
technology, heat

IIc
Top terms: electricity, city, smart, storage,
grid, environment, solar

Moreover, these first-level clusters can be aggregated into 2 macrogroups, cluster I and cluster II
strongly characterized at a thematic level; cluster I, which comprises Topics 1, 2, 6, 10, 11, appears to
focus on aspects of local, national and global policies and governance, as suggested by its characteristic
terms: “government”, “work”, “project”, “agreement”, “municipality”, “policy”, “climate”. In contrast,
cluster II, which comprises Topics 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, focuses on technology development,
research, industry and emphasizes terms such as “renew”, “electricity”, “gas”, “network”, “develop”,
“technology”, “heat”.
Hoping to gain a better understanding of the relation between the type of organization and
the topics discussed in the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network, we calculated the estimated
differences in topic proportion between the 5 types of organizations. Figure 9 shows the results of the
effect of the type of organization on the topical corpus prevalence. The 8 topics with higher estimated
differences per organization-type level are shown.
The agenda of public institutions seems to be set on topics related to “The National Regulation”
(Topic 2), “Global level debate” (Topic 5), “The local economic strategy” (Topic 6), “Policy Making for
Climate” (Topic11). Indeed, our results show that some issues of paramount social relevance regarding
the impact of energy transition on employment and research—represented by Topic 10, “Employment
Implications of the Green” and Topic 8, “Academy and Research Progress”—are under-represented in
the discussions of the public institutions.
Dutch associations contribute extensively to the communication on the aspects of local economic
strategy adjustment (Topic 6). In addition, they seem to extensively discuss issues related to employment
and climate policy (Topic 10 and Topic 11). Similarly, NGOs contribute to the communication on
Topic 10, but their contributions seem to revolve around natural energy resources, “The Natural Gas
Alternative” (Topic 4). As for the communication agenda of the research institutions, they seem to be
limited to aspects of scientific progress (Topic 8) and its global impact (Topic 5). Moreover, the core
topics discussed by private organizations concerns “The Heating Market” and the energy supply (Topic
4), although the contribution made by private companies to the debate on “Employment Implications

“climate”. In contrast, cluster II, which comprises Topics 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, focuses on technology
development, research, industry and emphasizes terms such as “renew”, “electricity”, “gas”,
“network”, “develop”, “technology”, “heat”.
Hoping to gain a better understanding of the relation between the type of organization and the
topics discussed in the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network, we calculated the estimated
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differences in topic proportion between the 5 types of organizations. Figure 9 shows the results of the
effect of the type of organization on the topical corpus prevalence. The 8 topics with higher estimated
organization-type
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of actors in the network.
In the hyperlink network of the Dutch energy transition, the organizations occupying a seemingly
4. Discussion
brokerage position are mainly associations and private companies (outdegree centrality). In fact,
This study shows that the online discourse about the energy transition in The Netherlands is led
among all the public institutions, only RVO seems to play a brokerage role.
by a relatively small number of actors. Among these actors, most of the contributions to the energy
Moreover, together with associations such as Holland Solar, DHPA, NVDE and the Private
transition debate come from private companies and associations. Remarkably, none of the hundreds
company, Itho Daalderop, RVO is also the only public institution to be considered authoritative
(indegree centrality) in the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network. This strong centrality of the
associations in the Dutch network seems to be in line with a context which, as defined by Kemp [21],
is characterized by a pronounced corporatism.
As for the topics discussed in the network, our analyses reveal the existence of 13 topics. Not
surprisingly, “The Natural Gas Alternative” and the “The Heating Market” are two of the most
relevant discussion topics. Despite the renewable energy target goal—of 32% of total energy sources
by 2030 [74]—set in the regulatory framework “Clean Energy for All Europeans” (adopted in 2016),
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The Netherlands remains the second largest European producer of natural gas. This is partially due to
the substantial fossil resources the country possesses [102]. Indeed, the natural gas is still the primary
source of energy for heating Dutch houses [103].
Particularly relevant in the Dutch energy transition debate are the implications of the energy
transition for the job market. The prominence of this issue highlights the real concerns of employers
towards international regulations (Topic 11) and the resulting national economic strategies (Topic 6) for
a “cleaner” industrial sector (Topic 12). These concerns have often generated frictions, as in October
2018, when the employer association VNO-NCW blocked the introduction of a national CO2 levy for
the industrial sector [104].
The links among these issues, clearly emerged in the topic correlation graph, reflects the search
for a better balance between policy making and economic production background.
In fact, the 13 topics tend to collapse into two macro-themes, (a) topics related to governance of
local, national and global policies and (b) topics related to technological development aspects of the
energy transition process.
It is also possible to observe substantial differences in the communication agendas of the
organizations of the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network. Public institutions focus, for instance,
on global, national and local policy issues and seem not to pay much attention to the research
and employment implications of the energy transition. On the other hand, private companies,
associations and NGOs pay much attention to the employment issues; the web-based communication
promoted by research institutions is mainly self-referential, focusing on the academic sphere and the
scientific progresses.
The failure of research and public institutions to address the issue of employment is a warning
signal for the whole community involved in the energy transition process and, in particular, for those
actors with a major (political) responsibility. While academics and public institutions succeed in
connecting, in terms of topic contents with the corporate world, they seem to fail embracing the
communication with the rest of society, represented in our network by associations and NGOs.
5. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to reveal the main actors of the Dutch energy transition hyperlink
network and find the topics discussed in the network.
Our results show that few companies and associations emerge as the most authoritative actors
and brokers in the network. Moreover, our topic model reveals that the ‘Employment Implications’
and the ‘Natural Gas’ are the two most discussed topics in the Dutch energy transition hyperlink
network. In addition, our analyses reveal substantial differences among the communication agendas
of the organizations of the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network; while public institutions focus
on global, national and local policy issues, private companies, associations and NGOs pay much more
attention to employment issues.
The path toward a low-carbon economy and a more sustainable society, for long and difficult that
it may be, requires a cohesion of action, unseen in the hierarchical Dutch energy transition hyperlink
network. In this network, some actors (e.g., public and research institutions) seem to be confined in
communication echo chambers, revolving around discussions about the global aspects of the energy
transition and its technological specificities and appear to fail to semantically interact with other actors,
such as associations and NGOs, whose discourse revolve around the consequences for the employment
of the energietransitie and its impact at a local level. A possible explanation for this to happen is the
tendency of public institutions to focus on the regulatory aspects of the energy transition at a national
level and at a supranational level, while failing to coordinate the debate on major social issues, such as
the employment implications of the energy transition. Similarly, research institutions seem to fail in
bridging the academic realm with the broader social landscape.
A higher centrality of Political Institutions in the Dutch energy transition hyperlink network,
ideally supported by research institutions, could potentially lead to a wider integration of the local
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instances—e.g., NGOs-, while allowing a wider and more representative vision of the ongoing
transition process.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Effect of the “organization type” covariate on the 13 topics. Table reports the estimated effect
(ESTIMATE), of each level of the covariate (COV_LEVEL), the standard error (STD.ERROR) and lower
and upper end of the 95% confidence interval (CI.LOWER and CI.UPPER).
TOPIC
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

COV_LEVEL
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO

ESTIMATE
0.067
0.076
0.076
0.064
0.067
0.061
0.060
0.069
0.105
0.050
0.071
0.052
0.083
0.053
0.057
0.107
0.084
0.074
0.073
0.168
0.088
0.039
0.126
0.129
0.072
0.064
0.096
0.058
0.122
0.081

STD.ERROR
0.004
0.005
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.008
0.007
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.005
0.005
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.009
0.007
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.008
0.007

CI.LOWER
0.059
0.065
0.063
0.050
0.053
0.053
0.050
0.057
0.089
0.037
0.062
0.042
0.070
0.041
0.044
0.098
0.073
0.061
0.058
0.151
0.079
0.030
0.111
0.111
0.059
0.056
0.085
0.045
0.107
0.066

CI.UPPER
0.075
0.087
0.091
0.079
0.080
0.069
0.070
0.081
0.119
0.064
0.081
0.063
0.095
0.067
0.070
0.118
0.095
0.088
0.089
0.183
0.098
0.048
0.140
0.146
0.086
0.072
0.107
0.070
0.138
0.096
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Table A1. Cont.
TOPIC
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13

COV_LEVEL
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO
Private
Association
Research
Public
NGO

ESTIMATE
0.135
0.081
0.032
0.048
0.068
0.045
0.039
0.150
0.053
0.063
0.066
0.073
0.084
0.073
0.059
0.111
0.131
0.054
0.063
0.110
0.067
0.141
0.062
0.127
0.099
0.069
0.097
0.101
0.046
0.060
0.048
0.032
0.030
0.044
0.047

STD.ERROR
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.004
0.005
0.008
0.006
0.007
0.005
0.005
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.005
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.005
0.005
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.004
0.005

CI.LOWER
0.125
0.071
0.021
0.035
0.053
0.037
0.030
0.134
0.040
0.050
0.057
0.062
0.072
0.060
0.046
0.101
0.120
0.042
0.049
0.095
0.058
0.128
0.050
0.111
0.084
0.060
0.086
0.087
0.033
0.047
0.043
0.027
0.023
0.036
0.039

CI.UPPER
0.145
0.092
0.043
0.061
0.082
0.053
0.048
0.164
0.066
0.076
0.075
0.083
0.098
0.085
0.072
0.120
0.143
0.067
0.076
0.125
0.076
0.153
0.075
0.143
0.114
0.078
0.108
0.114
0.059
0.074
0.054
0.037
0.036
0.053
0.056
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